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September 26, 2007 – Santa Cruz, CA - Data Distributing announces immediate availability of Digital
Secure Copy (DISCO), an automated, digital, chart copy solution for medical records departments.
“Senate Bill 472 having passed in Illinois legislature sets a precedent that other states may follow,” says
Nancy Fisher, President of Data Distributing. “SB472 presents a very big challenge for facilities that have
not yet deployed an EMR, let alone a CD publishing device, to comply with the states’ paperless chart
copy mandate. DISCO fills this need, simultaneously providing benefits such as expedited ROI fulfillment
and reduction in departmental overhead, to the records department."
About DISCO
DISCO is an intelligent, digital (ROI) chart copy solution that produces patient record copies on disc for
medical records departments whether they are EMR-based, paper-based, or a hybrid of both. DISCO
performs HL7 queries and retrieves patient information from the HIS or EMR, creating digital copies of
either full charts or specific encounters, and burns the patient data to a Rimage Disc Publishing system.
Discs can be produced on demand or merged and batch printed after hours. Additionally, DISCO indelibly prints the appropriate patient data directly on the CD for easy identification and quick shipment. For
additional information about DISCO, please visit www.discomedical.com.
About Data Distributing
Founded in 1984, Data Distributing develops innovative, digital and DICOM solutions, along with integration and professional services, to a growing number of facilities, OEMs and channel partners worldwide.
This international company, headquartered in California, creates solutions that are used by hundreds of
leading medical centers. For additional information on Data Distributing, please call (949) 598-1880
extension 1213, or visit Data Distributing’s web site at www.datadistributing.com.
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